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Overview 

Our Antitrust lawyers regularly counsel clients on joint ventures, strategic alliances, and 

other collaborations that are important for achieving corporate goals. Our experience 

covers a broad variety of arrangements: stand-alone joint ventures involving the creation 

of new entities, minority investments, complex contractual collaborations, teaming 

agreements, master affiliation agreements, licensing arrangements, research and 

development, manufacturing, co-promotion and co-marketing alliances, stand-alone 

distribution and supply agreements, and industry blockchain and other multi-party 

collaborations. 

Our joint venture practice grasps the intricacies that intellectual property, data, privacy, 

blockchain, and the regulatory regime bring to the antitrust risks of a collaboration. We 

recognize that counseling on these types of matters involve complicated and future-

oriented antitrust issues. Based on a deep understanding of our clients’ businesses, we 

provide practical and useful strategy to reduce antitrust risk. 

Our experience in both domestic and international strategic alliances is extensive and 

involves a variety of IP disciplines and industries, including pharmaceutical, medical device, 

biotechnology, diagnostics, and human and animal healthcare. 

Representative Experience 

• Philips Medical Systems in multiple worldwide R&D, licensing, and distribution 

agreements. 

• International pharmaceutical companies on distribution and resale price 

maintenance (RPM) agreements. 

• Leading pharmaceutical company in worldwide joint R&D and commercialization 

collaboration. 

• A blockchain technology consortium in the U.S. to increase efficiency and reduce 

healthcare costs. 

• HCCI in advising a consortium of leading health insurance and data companies to 

provide claims data to support independent research. 

• Bend the Cost Curve in advising a coalition of major healthcare trade groups, unions 

and companies in negotiations and meetings involving shaping policy and legislation 

resulting in the Affordable Care Act. 
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